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Abstract. In this work we construct an automaton for the commutative
closure of some given regular group language, i.e., a language accepted
by some permutation automaton. The number of states of the resulting
automaton is bounded by the number of states of the original automaton,
raised to the power of the alphabet size, times the product of the order of
the letters, viewed as permutations of the state set. This gives the asymp-
totic state bound Oppn expp?n lnnqq|Σ|q, if the original regular language
is accepted by some n state automaton. Depending on the automaton
in question, we label points of N
|Σ|
0
by subsets of states and introduce
unary automata which decompose the thus labelled grid. Based on these
constructions, we give a general regularity condition, which is fulfilled
for group languages. We also give trade-offs for the relative descriptional
complexity of jumping finite automata given by permutational letters.
Keywords: state complexity · commutative closure · group language ·
permutation automaton · jumping finite automata
1 Introduction
The area of state complexity asks for sharp bounds on the size of resulting au-
tomata for regularity-preserving operations. This questions goes back at least to
work by Maslov [16], but, starting with the work [18], has revived at the end
of the last millennium. The class of deterministic and complete automata is the
most natural, or prototypical, class. But state complexity questions have also
been explored for non-deterministic automata, or other automata models, see
for example the surveys [8,14,15]. Nowadays, it is an active and important area
of reasearch under the broader theme of descriptional complexity of systems. We
refer again to the survey [8] for more information. It was shown in [9] that the
commutative closure is regularity preserving on regular group languages. But the
method of proof was algebraic and used Ramsey-type arguments. The general
form of an accepting automaton was still open. Here we indicate methods to
obtain such an automaton, and derive state bounds for the commutative closure
of regular group languages. Our methods are somehow motivated by previous
results of the author, namely on the state complexity of the shuffle on commuta-
tive languages [12,13]. In this sense, the present study is a natural continuation
of the investigation of state complexity questions for commutative languages. A
guiding theme in this past work was to view commutative languages as com-
posed out of unary languages, which directly leads to product automata models
over unary automata in [12, 13]. Here, we also use unary automata in a non-
trivial way. The constructions are a little bit more involved and interdependent
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than in the previous work, but still somehow show the close connection of com-
mutative languages to unary languages. Furthermore, jumping finite automata
where introduced in [17], and further work has investigated their descriptional
and computational power, see [1,6]. They can be seen as an automaton model for
the commutative closure of regular language. Our result directly yield trade-offs
for the relative descriptional complexity of jumping finite automata to ordinary
automata, for the case that the jumping finite automaton is a permutation au-
tomaton, if viewed as an ordinary automaton.
2 Prerequisites
Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku be a finite set of symbols
1, called an alphabet. The set
Σ˚ denotes the set of all finite sequences, i.e., of all words. The finite sequence
of length zero, or the empty word, is denoted by ε. For a given word w we
denote by |w| its length, and, for a P Σ, by |w|a the number of occurrences of
the symbol a in w. Subsets of Σ˚ are called languages. With N0 “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u
we denote the set of natural numbers, including zero. Let L Ď Σ˚, by L˚ “
tεuYLYL2Y . . . we denote its Kleene closure. For words u P Σ˚, we also write
u˚ as a shorthand for tuu˚. A finite deterministic and complete automaton will
be denoted by A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q, with δ : S ˆ Σ Ñ S the state transition
function, S a finite set of states, s0 P S the start state and F Ď S the set of
final states. The properties of being deterministic and complete are implied by
the definition of δ as a total function. The transition function δ : S ˆ Σ Ñ S
could be extended to a transition function on words δ˚ : SˆΣ˚ Ñ S, by setting
δ˚ps, εq :“ s and δ˚ps, waq :“ δpδ˚ps, wq, aq for s P S, a P Σ and w P Σ˚.
In the remainder we drop the distinction between both functions and will also
denote this extension by δ. The language accepted by some automaton A “
pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q is LpAq “ tw P Σ
˚ | δps0, wq P F u. A language L Ď Σ˚ is
called regular if L “ LpAq for some finite automaton. An automaton is called a
permutation automaton if the transformation of the states induced by a letter
is a permutation, i.e., a bijective function. A regular language is called a group
language if it is accepted by some permutation automaton. The map ψ : Σ˚ Ñ
N
k
0 given by ψpwq “ p|w|a1 , . . . , |w|akq is called the Parikh morphism.For w P Σ
˚
it fulfills the recursive equations"
ψpwq “ p0, . . . , 0q if w “ ε
ψpwaiq “ pj1, . . . , ji ` 1, . . . , jkq if w ‰ ε, with ψpwq “ pj1, . . . , jkq.
(1)
For a given word w P Σ˚ we define the commutative closure as permpwq :“ tu P
Σ˚ : ψpuq “ ψpwqu. For languages L Ď Σ˚ we set permpLq :“
Ť
wPL permpwq.
A language is called commutative if permpLq “ L, i.e., with every word each
permutation of this word is also in the language. Every function f : X Ñ Y
could be extended to subsets S Ď X by setting fpSq :“ tfpxq : x P Su, we
will do this frequently without special mentioning. For Z Ď X we denote by
f|Z : Z Ñ Y the function obtained by restriction of the arguments to elements
of Z. For a set X , we denote by PpXq “ tY : Y Ď Xu the power set of X . If
X,Y are sets, by X ˆY we denote their cartesian product. By pi1 : X ˆY Ñ X
1 If not otherwise stated we assume that our alphabet has the form Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku,
and k denotes the number of symbols.
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and pi2 : X ˆ Y Ñ Y we denote the projection maps onto the first and second
component, pi1px, yq “ x and pi2px, yq “ y. If a, b P N0 with b ą 0, we denote by
a mod b the unique number 0 ď r ă b such that a “ bn` r for some n ě 0. For
n P N0 we set rns :“ tk P N0 : 0 ď k ă nu. Let M Ď N0 be some finite set. By
maxM we denote the maximal element in M with respect to the usual order,
and we set maxH “ 0. Also for finite M Ď N0zt0u, i.e., M is finite without zero
in it, by lcmM we denote the least common multiple of the numbers in M , and
set lcmH “ 0.
2.1 Unary Languages
Let Σ “ tau be a unary alphabet. In this section we collect some results about
unary languages. Suppose L Ď Σ˚ is regular with an accepting complete deter-
ministic automaton A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q. Then by considering the sequence of
states δps0, a
1q, δps0, a
2q, δps0, a
3q, . . . we find numbers i ě 0, p ą 0 with i and p
minimal such that δps0, a
iq “ δps0, a
i`pq. We call these numbers the index i and
the period p of the automaton A, note that i ` p “ |S|. Suppose A is initially
connected, i.e., δps0, Σ
˚q “ Q. Then the states from ts0, δps0, aq, . . . , δps0, ai´1qu
constitute the tail, and the states from tδps0, a
iq, δps0, a
i`1q, . . . , δps0, ai`p´1u
constitute the unique cycle of the automaton. If A is not initially connected,
when we speak of the cycle or tail of that automaton, we nevertheless mean the
above sets, despite the automaton graph might have more than one cycle, or
more than one straight path.
Lemma 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be some unary automaton. If δps, a
kq “ s
for some state s P Q and number k ą 0, then k is divided by the period of A.
3 Results
In Section 3.1, we first give a labelling of the grid Nk
0
by states of some given
automaton. This labelling is in some sense an abstract description of the commu-
tative closure, which is more precisely stated in Corollary 1. We then construct
unary automata for each letter. Very roughly, and intuitively, they read in let-
ters parallel to the direction of this letter in Nk0 , given by the Parikh map. We
have one such automaton for each point on the hyperplane orthogonal to this
direction. These unary automata are then used to decribe the mentioned state la-
belling. In this sense, the state labelling is decomposed into these automata. This
is made more precise in Proposition 2. If all the automata in this decomposition,
for each letter, only have a bounded number of states, then the commutative
closure is a regular language. By using the indices and periods, we give a state
bound for the resulting automaton in Theorem 1. In Section 3.2, these results
are applied to the case that the given automaton is a permutation automaton. It
turns out, stated in Proposition 3 and Proposition 4, that the index and the pe-
riod are always bounded, for a bound dependent on the input automaton, which
is also stated in these Propositions. Intuitively, the main observations why this
works is that 1) for permutations, the state labels cannot decrease as the unary
automata read in symbols, and 2) we know when the state labels must become
periodic. Finally, applying our general result, then gives that the commutative
closure is regular, and also yields a state complexity bound. We then point out
a connection to the class of jumping finite automata.
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3.1 A Regularity Condition Based on a Decomposition into Unary
Automata
First, we introduce the state label function.
Definition 1. (state label function) Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku be the alphabet. Sup-
pose A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q is a finite automaton. The state label function, associ-
ated to the automaton, is the function σA : N
|Σ|
0
Ñ PpQq given by
σAppq “ tδps0, uq : ψpuq “ pqu.
The value of the function σA, for some fixed automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q,
will also be called the state (set) label for that point, or the state set correspond-
ing to that point. Please see Example 1 for some specific automaton.
Example 1. Consider the minimal automaton for the language2 pa1a2q
˚, its com-
mutative closure is not regular, as it is precisely the language of words with an
equal number of both symbols.
s0start
s2
s1
a1
a2
a2 a1
a1, a2
Q “ ts0, s1, s2u
(0, 0)
ts0u ts1u ts2u ts2u ts2u . . .
ts2u
ts2u
ts2u
ts2u
...
...
...
...
...
ts0, s2u ts1, s2u ts2u ts2u . . .
ts2u ts0, s2u ts1, s2u ts2u . . .
ts2u ts2u ts0, s2u ts1, s2u . . .
ts2u ts2u ts2u ts0, s2u . . .
a1 a1 a1 a1 a1
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a1 a1 a1 a1 a1
a1 a1 a1 a1 a1
a1 a1 a1 a1 a1
a1 a1 a1 a1 a1
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
Fig. 1. The minimal automaton of pa1a2q˚ and a resulting state labelling in Nk0 . Com-
pare this to Example 3, where the labelling is given by a permutation automaton. The
final state set is marked by a double circle. See Example 1 for an explanation.
The image of the Parikh morphism could be described by the state label
function. In this sense, for a fixed regular language, it is a more finer notion of
the Parikh image.
Proposition 1. (Connection with Parikh morphism) Assume Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku.
Let ψ : Σ˚ Ñ Nk
0
be the Parikh morphism. Suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q is a finite
automaton. Let σA : N
k
0
Ñ PpQq be the state label function, then
ψpLpAqq “ σ´1
A
ptS Ď Q | S X F ‰ Huq.
2 Here the minimal automaton has the property that no word induces a non-trivial
permutation on some subset of states. Languages which admit such automata are
called aperiodic in the literature. In some sense these are contrary to group languages,
the class considered in this paper.
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As permpLq “ ψ´1pψpLqq for every language L Ď Σ˚, the next is implied.
Corollary 1. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku be our alphabet. Denote by ψ : Σ
˚ Ñ Nk0
the Parikh morphism. Suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q is a finite automaton. Let
σA : N
k
0
Ñ PpQq be the state label function, then
permpLpAqq “ ψ´1pσ´1
A
ptS Ď Q | S X F ‰ Huqq.
Next, we introduce a notion for the hyperplanes that we will use in Defini-
tion 3.
Definition 2. (hyperplane aligned with letter) Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and j P
t1, . . . , ku. We set
Hj “ tpp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0
| pj “ 0u. (2)
Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and j P t1, . . . , ku. We will decompose the state
label map into unary automata. For each letter aj and point p P Hj , we construct
unary automata A
pjq
p . They are meant to read in inputs in the direction ψpajq,
which is orthogonal to Hj . This will be stated more precisely in Proposition 2.
Definition 3. (unary automata along letter aj P Σ) Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku.
Suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q is a finite automaton. Fix j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj.
We define a unary automaton A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q. But suppose
for points q P Nk
0
with p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σ the unary automata A
pjq
q “
ptaju, Q
pjq
q , δ
pjq
q , s
p0,jq
q , F
pjq
q q are already defined. Set3
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Let I and P be the maximal index and the least common multiple4 of the periods
of the unary automata in P. Then set
Qpjqp “ PpQq ˆ rI ` P s
sp0,jqp “ pσAppq, 0q (3)
δpjqp ppS, iq, ajq “
"
pT, i` 1q if i` 1 ă I ` P
pT, Iq if i` 1 “ I ` P.
(4)
where
T “ δpS, ajq Y
ď
pq,bqPNk
0
ˆΣ
p“q`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
i`1
j qq, bq (5)
and F
pjq
p “ tpS, iq | S X F ‰ Hu. For some state pS, iq P Q
pjq
p , the set S will be
called the state (set) label, or the state set associated with it.
3 Note that in the definition of P , as p P Hj , we have b ‰ aj and q P Hj . In general,
points q P Nk0 with p “ q ` ψpbq, for some b P Σ, are predecessor points in the grid
N
k
0 .
4 Note maxH “ 0 and lcmH “ 1.
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See Example 2 for concrete constructions of the automata from Definition 3.
Example 2. In Figure 2 we list the unary automata Ap2qp0,0q, A
p2q
p1,0q, A
p2q
p2,0q and A
p2q
p3,0q
corresponding to the automaton from Example 1 in order. Some given automaton is
constructed from previous ones, in terms of its index and period, according to Defi-
nition 3. Note that for example for A
p2q
p1,0q, the state label of the second state is the
union of the action of a2 on ts1u, i.e, the set δpts1u, a2q, but also of a1 on the state
label ts2u of the second state of the previous automaton Ap2qp0,0q. Note also that the
second ”counter” component is not enough to determine all states, as at the end some
automata have equal values in this entry (this is essentially how these automata grow
in size).
ts0ustart ts2ua2 a2
pts1u, 0qstart pts0, s2u, 1q pts2u, 1qa2 a2 a2
pts2u, 0qstart pts1, s2u, 1q pts0, s2u, 2q pts2u, 2qa2 a2 a2 a2
pts2u, 0qstart pts2u, 1q pts1, s2u, 2q pts0, s2u, 3q pts2u, 3qa2 a2 a2 a2 a2
Fig. 2. The unary automata A
p2q
p0,0q, A
p2q
p1,0q, A
p2q
p2,0q and A
p2q
p3,0q from Definition 3, derived
from the automaton from Example 1. In Example 1, these automata read in inputs
in the up direction, but are drawn here horizontally to save space. See Example 2 for
more explanation.
Suppose p P Hj and j P t1, . . . , ku. The next statement makes precise what
we mean by decomposing the state label map along the hyperplanes into the
automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q. Also, it justifies calling the first
component of any state pS, iq P Q
pjq
p also the state set label.
Proposition 2. (state label map decomposition) Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. Let
1 ď j ď k and p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0
. Assume p P Hj is the projection of p onto
Hj, i.e., p “ pp1, . . . , pj´1, 0, pj`1, . . . , pkq. Then
σAppq “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j qq
for the automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 3.
With this observation, in Theorem 1, we derive a sufficient condition when
the commutative image of some regular language is itself regular. It also gives us
a general bound on the size of a minimal automaton, in case the commutative
language is regular.
Theorem 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be some finite automaton. Suppose, for
every j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj, with Hj the hyperplane from Definition 2, the
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automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 3 have a bounded
number of states5, i.e., |Q
pjq
p | ď N for some N ě 0 independent of p and j.
Then the commutative closure permpLpAqq is regular and could be accepted by
an automaton of size
kź
j“1
pIj ` Pjq,
where Ij denotes the largest index among the unary automata tA
pjq
p | p P Hju,
and Pj the least common multiple of all the periods of these automata. In par-
ticular, by the relations of the index and period to the states from Section 2.1,
the automaton size is bounded by Nk.
This gives us a general bound in case the commutative closure is regular.
We will apply this to the case of group languages and permutation automata
in Section 3.2. Theorem 1 has a close relation to Theorem 6.5 from [5], namely
case (iii), as we could link the periodic languages introduced in this paper to
unary automata, as was done in [12, 13]. This linkage, in general, allows us
to give more concrete bounds and constructions. For example, we can list all
periodic languages inside the commutative closure, or we can even give concrete
bounds on resulting automata. The proof in [5] used more abstract well-quasi
order arguments that do not yield concrete automata, nor do they allow the
arguments we employ in Section 3.2.
3.2 The Special Case of Group Languages
Here we apply Theorem 1 to derive state bounds for group languages. We need
some basic observations about permutations, see for example [3]. Every permu-
tation could be written in terms of disjoint cycles. For some element6of the per-
mutation domain, by the cycle length of that element with respect to some given
permutation, we mean the length of the cycle in which this element appears7.
The order of some permutation is the smallest power such that the identity
permutation results, it is the least common multiple of all cycle lengths for all
elements. The next simple observation will be used.
Lemma 2. Let A Ď rns. Then if m is the least common multiple of all the
different cycles lengths of elements from A for some permutation pi : rns Ñ rns,
then pim|A “ id|A, in particular pi
mpAq “ A.
Before stating our results, let us make some general assumptions and fix some
notions, to make the statements more concise.
5 Equivalently, the index and period is bounded, which is equivalent with just a finite
number of distinct automata, up to (semi-automaton-)isomorphism. We call two
automata (semi-automaton-)isomorphic if one automaton can be obtained from the
other one by renaming states and alphabet symbols.
6 In this context, the elements are also called points in the literature, but we will stick
to the term elements or states.
7 For a given element m P rns and a permutation pi : rns Ñ rns, this is the number
|tpiipmq | i ě 0u|, in the literature also called the orbit length of m under the
subgroup generated by pi.
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Assumption 1. (general assumptions for this section) Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku.
Assume a permutation automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q is given with j P t1, . . . , ku
and a point p P Hj, where Hj denotes the hyperplane from Definition 2. We de-
note by A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q the automata from Definition 3. By
Lj we will denote the order of the letter aj, viewed as a permutation of the states
Q, i.e., the least common multiple of the cycle lengths of all states.
A crucial ingredient of our arguments will be the following observation.
Lemma 3. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Then the state set la-
bels of states from A
pjq
p will not decrease in cardinality as we read in sym-
bols, and their cardinality will stay constant on the cycle of A
piq
p . More pre-
cisely, let pS, xq, pT, yq P Q
piq
p be any states. If pT, yq “ δ
piq
p ppS, xq, ari q for some
r ě 0, then |T | ě |S|. And if pS, xq and pT, yq are both on the cycle, i.e.,
pS, xq “ δ
piq
p ppS, xq, ari q and pT, yq “ δ
piq
p pS, xq, asi q for some r, s ě 0, then
|S| “ |T |.
To give state bounds on some resulting automaton, using Theorem 1, we
need bounds on the indices and periods of the unary automata from Definition
3. The following result gives us a criterion when we have reached the cycle in
these automata, and will be used in deriving the mentioned bounds.
Lemma 4. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Set8
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Denote by I the maximal index and by P the least common multiple of the periods
of the unary automata in P. Suppose S Ď Q and let LS “ lcmt|tδps, a
i
jq : i ě
0u| : s P Su be the least common multiple of the cycle lengths of the elements
in S with respect to the letter aj, seen as a permutation of the states. Then for
m ě I and the states from Q
pjq
p which fulfill
pS, xq “ δpjqp ps
p0,jq
p , a
m
j q and pT, yq “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
m`lcmpP,LSq
j q
we have that if |S| “ |T |, then S “ T and9 x “ y. This also implies that the
period of A
pjq
p divides lcmpP,LSq.
The next results gives us a bound for the periods of the automata from
Definition 3.
Proposition 3. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Let p P Hj. Then the
periods of all automata A
pjq
p divide Lj.
The criterion for the cycle detection from Lemma 4 could be a little bit
relaxed by the next result, which will be more useful for proving a bound on the
index of the automata from Definition 3. Intuitively, it bounds the way in which
the indices of the automata from Definition 3 can grow.
8 For p P Hj , the condition p “ q ` ψpbq, for some b P Σ, implies q P Hj and b ‰ aj .
9 As we assume m ě I , by Equation (4) from Definition 3, we have x ě I .
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Corollary 2. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Set
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Denote by I the maximal index and by P the least common multiple of the periods
of the unary automata in P. Then for states pS, xq, pT, yq P Q
pjq
p with x ě I and
pT, yq “ δpjqp ppS, xq, a
Lj
i q
we have that |T | “ |S| implies T “ S and x “ y.
Finally, we state a bound for the indices of the automata from Definition 3.
Proposition 4. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Then the index of any
automaton A
pjq
p is bounded by p|T | ´ 1q ¨ Lj, where T is any state set label from
a state on the cycle of A
pjq
p .
Combining everything gives our state complexity bound.
Theorem 2. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Then the commutative
closure permpLpAqq is regular and could be accepted by some automaton with at
most
kź
j“1
pp|Q| ´ 1qLj ` Ljq “ |Q|
k
˜
kź
j“1
Lj
¸
(6)
states.
Proof. First note that Proposition 4 gives in particular that the indices of all
automata are at most p|Q|´ 1qLi. Also Proposition 3 gives the bound Li for the
periods. So Theorem 1 gives the result. [\
Example 3. Let Σ “ ta1, a2u and consider the permutation automaton from Figure 3.
It is the same automaton as given in [9]. As an example for the group language case,
we give its state labelling on Nk0 and an automaton for the commutative closure, con-
structed from the unary automata A
pjq
p . Note that this is not the minimal automaton,
which could be found in [9]. Also, note that, with the notational convention from As-
sumption 1, we have L1 “ 3 and L2 “ 2. Hence Theorem 2 gives the bound 32 ¨6 “ 54.
The automaton constructed from the unary automaton Apjqp is much smaller here, as
the indices stabilize much faster than given by the theoretical bound.
Example 4. Let Σ “ ta1, a2u and consider A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q with Q “ rns for
some n ě 1, s0 and F arbitrary, and δp0, a1q “ 1, δp1, a1q “ 0, δpx, a1q “ x for x P
t2, . . . , n´1u, δpx, a2q “ px`1q mod n for x P rns. Then permpLpAqq could be accepted
by an automaton of size 2n3.
As stated in [8] the maximal order of any permutation on a set of size n is
given by Landau’s function, which is asymptotically like eΘp
?
n lnnq. Hence the
next is implied10 by Theorem 2.
10 The reader might notice a close resemblence between our asymptotic bound and
the bound given in [4] for the determinization of unary non-deterministic automata.
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s0start
s2
s1
Q “ ts0, s1, s2u
a1, a2
a2a1 a1
a2
ts0u ts1u ts2u ts0u ts1u . . .
ts1u
ts0u
ts1u
ts0u
...
...
...
...
...
ts0, s2u Q Q Q . . .
ts1, s2u Q Q Q . . .
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Fig. 3. The constructions from this paper for some permutation automaton, different
from the one given in Figure 1. In the state labelling of N
|Σ|
0
, the origin is in the
bottom left corner, labeled by ts0u. Also indicated, written beneath, or to the side of,
the axes, are the indices and periods of the unary automata in the direction of ϕpajq
from Definition 3. See Example 3 for explanations.
Corollary 3. For a regular group language whose state complexity is n, the state
complexity of the commutative closure is in Oppne
?
n lnnq|Σ|q
Also we note a connection with the class of jumping finite automata (JFAs)
considered in [1, 6, 17]. Without giving a formal definition, let us mention here
that a JFA looks syntactically indistinguishable from a classical (nondetermin-
Despite that we are not much concerned with non-determnistic automata, let me
note briefly that this is not that much surprising. For, if we apply the power set
construction to unary automata we find us in a situation close to the one we face
here with the state labels. And for the states in any cycle of some non-determinstic
unary automaton we can use Lemma 2 in the power set automaton. Also note that,
intuitively, our method of state labelling could somehow be interpreted as a “refined
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istic) finite automaton, only the processing of an input word is different: In one
step, not necessarily the next symbol of the input is digested, i.e., the first symbol
of the (remaining) input word, but just any symbol from the input. Pictorially
speaking, the read head of the automaton might jump anywhere in the input
before digesting the input symbol that it scans then; after digestion, this input
symbol is cut out from the input. A JFA could be seen as a descriptional de-
vice for the commutative closure of some regular language. As noted in [7], a
regular language is accepted by some jumping finite automaton if and only it
is commutative. For a commutative regular language, we can operate a given
deterministic automaton for the language as a jumping automaton, and hence
the the size of a minimal jumping automaton is always smaller than the size of
a minimal ordinary automaton. For the reverse direction, in the case of group
languages, we can derive the next relative descriptional complexity result.
Corollary 4. Let L be a regular language accepted by some jumping finite au-
tomaton with n states, which, if seen as an ordinary automaton, is a permutation
automaton11. Then L could be accepted by some finite deterministic automaton
of size at most Oppne
?
n lnnq|Σ|q.
4 Conclusion
We have shown that the commutative closure of regular group languages is regu-
lar, and have derived a bound on the size of the resulting automaton. The size is
related to the least common multiples of the cycle lengths of the letters, viewed
as permutations on the states, see Equation (6). I do not know if the bound is
sharp. I have not found a single example that has the property that the index
of the constructed automata A
pjq
p , for the letter aj , has length p|Q| ´ 1q ¨ Li, as
would be necessary to reach the bound stated in Theorem 2. In fact, I believe
that the cycles on individual elements of the state label are never “traversed” in
its entirety before another element is added to the state label, or we reach the
final cycle of the unary automata A
pjq
p . So I conjecture that for larger alphabets
we can improve this bound, as the state labels grow faster in the index part of
the automata A
pjq
p , as more predecessor automata12 add states of the original au-
tomaton to the state labels of A
pjq
p , as inputs are read. This is somehow contrary
to what usually happens in other existing state complexity results, namely that
we need larger alphabets to reach the state bounds, see for example [2, 10, 11].
In our situation, I somehow conjecture that for larger alphabets (where surely,
distinct letters have to be distinct permutations), indices of the unary automata
A
pjq
p get smaller and smaller. Hence the overall state complexity bound reaches
the product of the least common multiples of the cycle lengths for all letters,
i.e., we have
śk
j“1 Lj as a bound in the limit for k Ñ 8, with an alphabet of
size k.
Acknowledgement. I thank my supervisor, Prof. Dr. Henning Fernau, for giv-
ing valuable feedback and remarks on the content of this article that improved
its presentation.
11 Note that by definition, a permutation automaton is deterministic.
12 For some automaton Apjqp , with p P Hj and j P t1, . . . , ku, all automata Apjqq with
p “ q ` ψpbq, for some b P Σ, are called predecessor automata of Apjqp .
12 S. Hoffmann
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5 Appendix
Here, we collect some proofs not given in the main text. Our first Lemma 5 is
not stated in the main text, as it is essentially only used in the proofs of this
appendix.
Lemma 5. (inductive form of state label function) Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be
some finite automaton and σA : N
k
0
Ñ PpQq the state label function from Defi-
nition 1. Then we have σAp0, . . . , 0q “ ts0u, and
σAppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δpσApqq, bq (7)
for p ‰ p0, . . . 0q.
Proof. If p “ p0, . . . , 0q, then tδps0, wq : ψpwq “ pu “ tδps0, εqu “ ts0u. Suppose
p ‰ p0, . . . , 0q. Thenď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δpσApqq, bq
“
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δptδps0, wq | Dw P Σ
˚ : ψpwq “ qu, bq
“
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
tδps0, wbq | Dw P Σ
˚ : ψpwq “ qu
“
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
tδps0, wbq | Dw P Σ
˚ : ψpwq ` ψpbq “ p, ψpwq “ qu
“ tδps0, wbq | Dw P Σ
˚Db P Σ : ψpwbq “ pu
“ tδps0, uq | Du P Σ
˚ : ψpuq “ pu. [\
Remark 1. (induction scheme used) In certain proofs, namely of Proposition 2,
Proposition 3 and Proposition 4, we argue in an inductive fashion. Also, the
formulation of Lemma 5 is inductive. This comes from the inductive form that
the automata from Definition 3 are defined, or the recursive way that they are
created from previous automata. Just in case you are wondering why, in the
inductive proofs of Proposition 3 and Proposition 4, no base case is explicitly
stated, I will give some justification for that in the next paragraph. But in
case you are not wondering, you might well skip this explanation. Suppose we
have some property A that we want to show is true for all automata A
pjq
p “
ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 3, where j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj ,
the hyperplane from Definition 2. Then, our induction scheme is the following.
Fix some j P t1, . . . , ku. If we can show property A for A
pjq
p under the
assumption that it is true for all automata from the set
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu,
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then it is true for all automata A
pjq
p , for p P Hj arbitrary.
In all our cases, the base case is when P “ H, and our arguments will work in
that case too. Hence, there is no need to treat that as a special (induction base)
case. More specifically, we will use the maximal index and the least common
multiple of the automata from P . As maxH “ 0 and lcmH “ 1, by definition,
the arguments, given below in the proofs, will work with these values. Even the
original Definition 3 has no explicit base case, but relies on these definitions13.
This is related to the fact that Nk0 is well-quasi order (or a well partial order to
be more specific). So also the points from Hj are well-quasi ordered. As ψpajq “
p0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0q, where the one appears precisely at the j-th position, the
condition p “ q ` ψpajq says that q is an immediate predecessor point. The
induction scheme we use hence reduces to an induction scheme over this well
partial order. A justification of this induction principle for well-quasi orders could
be found, for example, in the thesis On Well-Quasi-Orderings14, by Forrest B.
Thurman.
5.1 Proof of Lemma 1 (See page 3)
Lemma 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be some unary automaton. If δps, a
kq “ s
for some state s P Q and number k ą 0, then k is divided by the period of A.
Proof. Let i be the index, and p the period of A. We write k “ np ` r with
0 ď r ă p. First note that s is on the cycle of A, i.e.,
s P tδps0, a
iq, δps0, a
i`1q, . . . , δps0, ai`p´1qu
as otherwise i would not be minimal. Then if s “ δps0, a
i`jq for some 0 ď j ă p
we have δps0, a
i`kq “ δps0, ai`p`kq “ δps0, ai`j`k`pp´jqq “ δps0, ai`j`pp´jqq “
δps0, a
iq. So δps0, a
iq “ δps0, a
i`kq “ δps0, ai`np`rq “ δps0, ai`rq which gives
r “ 0 by minimality of p. [\
5.2 Proof of Proposition 1 (See page 4)
Proposition 1. (Connection with Parikh morphism) Assume Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku.
Let ψ : Σ˚ Ñ Nk
0
be the Parikh morphism. Suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q is a finite
automaton. Let σA : N
k
0 Ñ PpQq be the state label function, then
ψpLpAqq “ σ´1
A
ptS Ď Q | S X F ‰ Huq.
Proof. Notation as in the statement of the Proposition. For p P Nk0 , we have
σAppq X F ‰ Hô tδps0, wq | Dw P Σ
˚ : ψpwq “ pu X F ‰ H
ô Dw P Σ˚ : δps0, wq P F and ψpwq “ p
ô Dw P Σ˚ : w P LpAq and ψpwq “ p
ô p P ψpLpAqq [\
13 Note that P “ H if and only p “ p0, . . . , 0q, in which case Apjqp is isomorphic to the
starting automaton A.
14 Thurman, F. B. On Well-Quasi-Orderings. Thesis, Uni-
versity of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida (2013),
http://etd.fcla.edu/CF/CFH0004455/Thurman_Forrest_B_201304_BS.pdf
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5.3 Proof of Proposition 2 (See page 6)
Proposition 2. (state label map decomposition) Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. Let
1 ď j ď k and p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0. Assume p P Hj is the projection of p onto
Hj, i.e., p “ pp1, . . . , pj´1, 0, pj`1, . . . , pkq. Then
σAppq “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j qq
for the automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 3.
Proof. Notation as in the statement. For p “ p0, . . . , 0q this is clear. If pj “ 0,
then p “ p, and, by Equation (3),
pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , εqq “ pi1ps
p0,jq
p q “ σAppq.
Suppose pj ą 0 from now on. Then, the set tpq, bq P N
k
0 ˆ Σ | p “ q ` ψpbqu is
non-empty, and we can use Equation (7), and proceed inductively
σAppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δpσApqq, bq
“
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
qj
j qq, bq (8)
where q “ pq1, . . . , qkq, and q “ pq1, . . . , qj´1, 0, qj`1, . . . , qkq P Hj . As pj ą 0 we
have p “ q` ψpajq for some unique point q “ pp1, . . . , pj´1, pj ´ 1, pj`1 . . . , pkq.
For all other points r “ pr1, . . . , rkq with p “ r ` ψpbq for some b P Σ, the
condition r ‰ q implies b ‰ aj and rj “ pj for r “ pr1, . . . , rkq. Also, if q P Hj
denotes projection to Hj , we have q “ p for our chosen q with p “ q ` ψpajq.
Hence, taken all this together, we can write Equation (8) in the form
σAppq “
¨
˚˝˚ ď
pr,bq,b‰aj
p“r`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j qq, bq
˛
‹‹‚Y δppi1pδpjqp psp0,jqp , apj´1j qq, ajq.
Let b P Σ. As for aj ‰ b, we have that p “ r ` ψpbq if and only if p “ r ` ψpbq,
with the notation as above for p, r, p and r “ pr1, . . . , rj´1, 0, rj`1, . . . , rkq, we
can simplify further and write
σAppq “
¨
˚˝˚ ď
pr,bq,rPHj
p“r`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j qq, bq
˛
‹‹‚Yδppi1pδpjqp psp0,jqp , apj´1j qq, ajq. (9)
Set S “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j qq, T “ σAppq and
15
P “ tApjqr | p “ r ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
15 Note that for p P Hj , the condition p “ q`ψpbq, for some b P Σ, implies q P Hj and
b ‰ aj .
16 S. Hoffmann
Let I be the maximal index, and P the least common multiple of all the periods,
of the unary automata in P . We distinguish two cases for the value of pj ą 0.
(i) 0 ă pj ď I.
By Equation (4), δpps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j q “ pS, pj ´ 1q. In this case Equation (9)
equals Equation (5), if the state pS, pj ´ 1q is used in Equation (4). This
gives
δ
pjq
p ppS, pj ´ 1q, ajq “ pT, pjq.
Hence pi1pδ
pjq
p ppS, pj ´ 1q, ajqq “ T “ σAppq.
(ii) I ă pj .
Set y “ I ` pppj ´ 1 ´ Iq mod P q. Then I ď y ă I ` P . By Equation (4),
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j q “ pS, yq. So, also by Equation (4),
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
p ppS, yq, ajq “
"
pR, y ` 1q if I ď y ă I ` P ´ 1
pR, Iq if y “ I ` P ´ 1,
where, by Equation (5),
R “ δpS, ajq Y
ď
pr,bq
p“r`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
y`1
j qq, bq. (10)
Let r P Hj with p “ r ` ψpbq for some b P Σ, and p P Hj the point from the
statement of this Proposition. Then, as the period of A
pjq
r divides P , and y
is greater than or equal to the index of A
pjq
r , we have
δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj´1
j q “ δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
y
j q.
So δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
y`1
j q. Hence, comparing Equation (10) with
Equation (9), we find R “ T . [\
Alternative argument for case (ii): Set x “ I ` pppj ´ Iq mod P q. Then
I ď x ă I ` P . By Equation (4),
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j q “
"
pS, x ´ 1q if x ą I
pS, I ` P ´ 1q otherwise, if x “ I.
We have δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
p pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j q, ajq. Hence, if I ă x ă I`P
we get
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
p ppS, x´ 1q, ajq “ pR, xq,
with, by Equation (5),
R “ δpS, ajq Y
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
x
j qq, bq,
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and if x “ I, we get
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
p ppS, I ` P ´ 1q, ajq “ pR, xq,
with, by Equation (5),
R “ δpS, ajq Y
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
I`P
j qq, bq.
Let r P Hj with p “ r ` ψpbq for some b P Σ, and p P Hj the point from the
statement of this Proposition. Then, as P divides the period of A
pjq
r , and x
is greater than or equal to the index of A
pjq
r , we have
δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
x
j q.
Similar, δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
I`P
j q “ δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
I`P
j q. So, combining everything so
far, we have
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j q “ pR, xq
with
R “ δpS, ajq Y
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δppi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
x
j qq, bq “ T.
Hence σAppq “ T “ R “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j q. [\
5.4 Proof of Theorem 1 (See page 6)
Theorem 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be some finite automaton. Suppose, for
every j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj, with Hj the hyperplane from Definition 2, the
automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 3 have a bounded
number of states16, i.e., |Q
pjq
p | ď N for some N ě 0 independent of p and j.
Then the commutative closure permpLpAqq is regular and could be accepted by
an automaton of size
kź
j“1
pIj ` Pjq,
where Ij denotes the largest index among the unary automata tA
pjq
p | p P Hju,
and Pj the least common multiple of all the periods of these automata. In par-
ticular, by the relations of the index and period to the states from Section 2.1,
the automaton size is bounded by Nk.
16 Equivalently, the index and period is bounded, which is equivalent with just a finite
number of distinct automata, up to (semi-automaton-)isomorphism. We call two
automata (semi-automaton-)isomorphic if one automaton can be obtained from the
other one by renaming states and alphabet symbols.
18 S. Hoffmann
Proof. We use the same notation as introduced in the statement of the theorem.
Let p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0
and j P t1, . . . ku. Denote by σA : N
k
0
Ñ PpQq the
state label function from Definition 1. Then, with Proposition 2, if pj ě Ij , we
have
σApp1, . . . , pj´1, pj ` Pj , pj`1, . . . , pkq “ σApp1, . . . , pkq. (11)
Construct the unary semi-automaton17 Aj “ ptaju, Qj, δjq with
Qj “ ts
pjq
0
, s
pjq
1
, . . . , s
pjq
Ij`Pj´1u,
δjps
pjq
i , ajq “
#
s
pjq
i`1 if i ă Ij
s
pjq
Ij`pi´Ij`1q mod Pj if i ě Ij .
Then build C “ pΣ,Q1 ˆ . . .ˆQk, µ, s0, Eq with
s0 “ ps
p1q
0
, . . . , s
pkq
0
q,
µppt1, . . . , tkq, aiq “ pt1, . . . , tj´1, δjptj , ajq, tj`1, . . . , tkq for all 1 ď j ď k,
E “ tµps0, uq : u P LpAqu
By construction, for words u, v P Σ with u P permpvq we have µppt1, . . . , tkq, uq “
µppt1, . . . , tkq, vq for any state pt1, . . . , tkq P Q1 ˆ . . . Qk. Hence, the language
accepted by C is commutative. We will show that LpCq “ permpLpAqq. By choice
of E we have LpAq Ď LpCq, this gives permpLpAqq Ď LpCq. Conversely, suppose
w P LpCq. Then µps0, wq “ µps0, uq for some u P LpAq. Next, we will argue that
we can find w1 P LpCq and u1 P LpAq with µps0, w1q “ µps0, wq “ µps0, uq “
µps0, u
1q and maxt|w1|aj , |u
1|aju ă Ij ` Pj for all j P t1, . . . , ku.
(i) By construction of C, if |w|aj ě Ij`Pj , we can find w
1 with |w1|aj “ |w|aj´Pj
such that µps0, w
1q “ µps0, wq. So, inductively, suppose we have w1 P Σ˚ with
|w1|aj ă Ij ` Pj for all j P t1, . . . , ku and µps0, wq “ µps0, w
1q.
(ii) By Corollary 1, σApψpuqq X F ‰ H. So, if |u|aj ě Ij ` Pj , by Equation
(11), we can find u1 with |u1|aj “ |u|aj ´ Pj and σApψpu
1qq X F ‰ H. By
definition of the state label function, as some word must induce the final
state in σApψpu
1qq, we can choose u1 P LpAq. Also, by construction of C,
we have µps0, uq “ µps0, u
1q. So, after repeatedly applying the above steps,
suppose we have u1 P LpAq with µps0, uq “ µps0, u1q and |u1|aj ă Ij ` Pj for
all j P t1, . . . , ku.
By construction of C, for words u, v P Σ˚ with maxt|u|aj , |v|aju ă Ij `Pj for all
j P t1, . . . , ku we have
µps0, uq “ µps0, vq ô u P permpvq ô ψpuq “ ψpvq. (12)
Hence, using Equation (12) for the words w1 and u1 from (i) and (ii) above,
as µps0, u
1q “ µps0, w1q, we find ψpu1q “ ψpw1q. So σApψpw1qq X F ‰ H as
u1 P LpAq. Now, again using Equation (11), this gives σApψpwqq X F ‰ H,
which, by Corollary 1, yields w P permpLpAqq. [\
17 The term semi-automaton is used for automata without a designated initial state,
nor a set of final states.
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5.5 Proof of Lemma 3 (See page 8)
Lemma 3. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Then the state set la-
bels of states from A
pjq
p will not decrease in cardinality as we read in sym-
bols, and their cardinality will stay constant on the cycle of A
piq
p . More pre-
cisely, let pS, xq, pT, yq P Q
piq
p be any states. If pT, yq “ δ
piq
p ppS, xq, ari q for some
r ě 0, then |T | ě |S|. And if pS, xq and pT, yq are both on the cycle, i.e.,
pS, xq “ δ
piq
p ppS, xq, ari q and pT, yq “ δ
piq
p pS, xq, asi q for some r, s ě 0, then
|S| “ |T |.
Proof. Notation as in the statement of the Lemma. By Equation (4) and Equa-
tion (5) from Definition 3, intuitively, as we read in symbols in the automaton
A
pjq
p , the state set label of the next state is composed by the transition from
the previous state label, and by adding states from nearby automata. And as
we only apply permutations, those sets cannot get smaller. More formally, from
Equation (5) of Definition 3, we have that δpS, aijq Ď pi1pδ
pjq
p ppS, xq, aijqq for all
i ě 0. As ai induces a permutation on the state set, we have |S| “ |δpS, aiq|,
which gives the first claim. If pS, xq and pT, yq are both on the cycle, we can
map them both onto each other by appropriate inputs, which implies |S| “ |T |
by the aforementioned fact. [\
5.6 Proof of Lemma 4 (See page 8)
Lemma 4. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Set18
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Denote by I the maximal index and by P the least common multiple of the periods
of the unary automata in P. Suppose S Ď Q and let LS “ lcmt|tδps, a
i
jq : i ě
0u| : s P Su be the least common multiple of the cycle lengths of the elements
in S with respect to the letter aj, seen as a permutation of the states. Then for
m ě I and the states from Q
pjq
p which fulfill
pS, xq “ δpjqp ps
p0,jq
p , a
m
j q and pT, yq “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
m`lcmpP,LSq
j q
we have that if |S| “ |T |, then S “ T and19 x “ y. This also implies that the
period of A
pjq
p divides lcmpP,LSq.
Proof. Notation as in the statement of the Lemma. From Equation (5) of Defini-
tion 3, we have δpS, aijq Ď pi1pδ
pjq
p ppS, xq, aijqq for all i ě 0. So as δpS, a
LS
j q “ id|S ,
by Lemma 2, this gives S Ď T . Hence, as |S| “ |T |, we get S “ T . Further as
m ě Ii, by Equation (4) of Definition 3, as P divides lcmpP,LSq, we have x “ y.
By Lemma 1 this implies that the period of A
pjq
p divides lcmpP,LSq. [\
18 For p P Hj , the condition p “ q ` ψpbq, for some b P Σ, implies q P Hj and b ‰ aj .
19 As we assume m ě I , by Equation (4) from Definition 3, we have x ě I .
20 S. Hoffmann
5.7 Proof of Proposition 3 (See page 8)
Proposition 3. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Let p P Hj. Then the
periods of all automata A
pjq
p divide Lj.
Proof. Notation as in the statement of the Proposition. Set
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Denote by I the maximal index, and by P the least common multiple of the
periods, of the unary automata from P . Let pS, xq P Q
pjq
p be any state from
the cycle of A
pjq
p . From Equation (4) of Definition 3, by inspecting the second
”counting” component of the states, we see that the index ofA
pjq
p must be greater
or equal than I. Hence x ě I. By Equation (4) we have pS, xq “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
x
j q.
Denote by LS the least common multiple of the cycle lengths of states from
S with respect to the letter aj , seen as a permutation of the states. Consider
pT, yq “ δ
pjq
p ppS, xq, a
lcmpP,LSq
j q. By Lemma 3, as they are both on the cycle, we
have |T | “ |S|. Then, using Lemma 4, we find T “ S and x “ y, and that the
period of A
pjq
p divides lcmpP,LSq. Obviously, LS divides Lj. Inductively
20, the
periods of all automata in P divide Lj , and so P divides Lj . Hence, lcmpP,LSq
divides Lj. So the period of A
pjq
p divides Lj . [\
5.8 Proof of Corollary 2 (See page 9)
Corollary 2. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Set
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Denote by I the maximal index and by P the least common multiple of the periods
of the unary automata in P. Then for states pS, xq, pT, yq P Q
pjq
p with x ě I and
pT, yq “ δpjqp ppS, xq, a
Lj
i q
we have that |T | “ |S| implies T “ S and x “ y.
Proof. We choose the same notation as in the statement of the Corollary. By
Proposition 3, the number P divides Lj. For any subset R Ď Q, if LR is the
least common multiple of the cycle lengths of elements from R, it is also divided
by Lj . Hence lcmpLR, P q divides Lj . If R,S Ď Q and 0 ď l ď Lj , by Lemma
3, if pR, zq “ δ
pjq
p ppS, xq, aljq, then |R| “ |S|, as |S| ď |R| ď |T |, and |S| “ |T |
by assumption. Let LS be the least common multiple of the cycle lengths of
elements in S. As lcmpLS , P q divides Lj, we have, for
pR, zq “ δpjqp ppS, xq, a
lcmpLS,P q
j q (13)
by the previous reasoning that |R| “ |S|. As, by assumption, x ě I, and as
pS, xq “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
x
j q, we can use Lemma 4, which gives R “ S and x “ z.
But, as lcmpP,LSq is a divisor of Lj , this gives T “ S and x “ y by repeatedly
applying Equation (13) [\
20 See Remark 1 for an explantion of the induction scheme used.
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5.9 Proof of Proposition 4 (See page 9)
Proposition 4. Choose the notation from Assumption 1. Then the index of any
automaton A
pjq
p is bounded by p|T | ´ 1q ¨ Lj, where T is any state set label from
a state on the cycle of A
pjq
p .
Proof. Let j P t1, . . . , ku, p P Hj and A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q the
automaton from Definition 3. Set
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Denote by I the maximal index and by P the least common multiple of the
periods of the unary automata in P . If P “ H, by Definition 3 the index of
A
pjq
p is zero21. So the claim holds true as the state set labels are non-empty. So,
suppose P ‰ H. We define a sequence pTn, ynq P Q
pjq
p of states for n P N0. Set
pT0, y0q “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
I
j q (which implies y0 “ I) and
pTn, ynq “ δ
pjq
p ppTj´1, yj´1q, a
Lj
j q
for n ą 0.
(i) Claim: Let pT, xq P Q
pjq
p be some state from the cycle of A
pjq
p . Then the state
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
I`p|T |´|T0|qLj
j q is also from the cycle of A
pjq
p .
By construction, and Equation (4) from Definition 3, we have yn ě I for all
n. If Tn`1 ‰ Tn, then, by Corollary 2 and Lemma 3, we have |Tn`1| ą |Tn|.
Hence, by finiteness, we must have a smallest m such that Tm`1 “ Tm. By
Corollary 2, this also implies ym`1 “ ym. Hence, we are on the cycle of A
pjq
p ,
and the period of this automaton divides Lj by Proposition 3. This yields
pTn, ynq “ pTm, ymq for all n ě m. By Lemma 3, the size of the state label
sets on the cycle stays constant, and just grows before we enter the cycle.
As we could add at most |Tm| ´ |T0| elements, and for T0, T1, . . . , Tm each
time at least one element is added, we have, as m was chosen minimal, that
m ď |T | ´ |T0|, where T is any state label on the cycle, which all have the
same cardinality |T | “ |Tk| by Lemma 3. This means we could read at most
|T | ´ |T0| times the sequence a
Lj
j , starting from pT0, Iq, before we enter the
cycle of A
piq
p .
(ii) Claim: We have I ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj .
Let A
pjq
q P P and suppose p “ q`ψpbq for b P Σ. By Equation (5) from Defi-
nition 3, for any pS, xq “ δ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
n
j q we have δpS, bq Ď pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
n
j qq.
In particular for n “ I we get δpS, bq Ď T0, which gives |S| ď |T0|, as b in-
duces a permutation on the states. Also for n ě I we are on the cycle of A
pjq
q .
21 More specifically, in that case p “ p0, . . . , 0q and the reachable part from the start
state of Apjqp is essentially the reachable part of A, by restricting to inputs from
taju˚.
22 S. Hoffmann
Inductively22, then the index of A
pjq
q is at most p|S| ´ 1qLj ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj.
As A
pjq
q P P was chosen arbitrary, we get I ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj.
With Claim (ii) we can derive the upper bound p|T | ´ 1qLj for the length of
the word a
I`p|T |´|T0|qLj
j used in Claim (i), as
I ` p|T | ´ |T0|qLj ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj ` p|T | ´ |T0|qLj “ p|T | ´ 1qLj .
And because (i) essentially says that the index of A
pjq
p equals at most I `p|T |`
|T0|qLj , this gives our bound for the index of A
pjq
p . [\
5.10 Proof of Corollary 4 (See page 11)
Corollary 4. Let L be a regular language accepted by some jumping finite au-
tomaton with n states, which, if seen as an ordinary automaton, is a permutation
automaton23. Then L could be accepted by some finite deterministic automaton
of size at most Oppne
?
n lnnq|Σ|q.
Proof. By assumption, the jumping automaton, viewed as an ordinary automa-
ton, is a permutation automaton. Hence, it is determinstic. As the language
accepted by any jumping automaton is the permutation closure of the language
accepted by it in the ordinary, reading left to right, fashion, the claim follows
from Corollary 3.
5.11 Some Additional Remarks and Alternative Proofs
Here, I collect some remarks, or alternative proofs, that might be of additional
interest. As far as the paper is concerned, it is self-contained without the content
of this section.
Definition 4. The shuffle operation, denoted by , is defined as
u v :“
"
x1y1x2y2 ¨ ¨ ¨xnyn |
u “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn, v “ y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yn,
xi, yi P Σ
˚, 1 ď i ď n, n ě 1
*
,
for u, v P Σ˚ and L1 L2 :“
Ť
xPL1,yPL2px yq for L1, L2 Ď Σ
˚.
The languages accepted by the automata A
pjq
p do not seem to play any role
in the main part of the paper. But actually, some interesting relationships nev-
ertheless hold true.
Lemma 6. Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a finite au-
tomaton. Choose j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj, then
LpApjqp q “ piaj ptu | Dw P Σztaju
˚ : u P w a˚j , ψpwq “ p, u P permpLpAqquq
where piaj : Σ
˚ Ñ taju˚ is given by piaj pajq “ aj and piaj paiq “ ε for i ‰ j.
22 See Remark 1 for an explantion of the induction scheme used. The arguments in
Claim (i) and (ii) would also work for P “ H with a little adaption, but we prefered
to state the case P “ H here explicitly.
23 Note that by definition, a permutation automaton is deterministic.
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Proof. By Proposition 2, Proposition 1 and Definition 3 we have
anj P LpA
pjq
p q ô pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
n
j qq X F ‰ H, p P Hj
ô σApp` ψpa
n
j qq X F ‰ H, p P Hj
ô p` ψpanj q P ψpLpAqq, p P Hj
ô anj P piaj ptu | ψpuq ´ ψpa
|u|aj
j q “ p, u P LpAquq
And tu | ψpuq ´ ψpa
|u|aj
j q “ p, u P LpAqu “ tu | Dw P Σ
˚ : u P w  a˚j , ψpwq “
p P Hj , u P LpAqu “ tu | Dw P Σztaju
˚ : u P wa˚j , ψpwq “ p, u P permpLpAqqu.
[\
Proposition 5. Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a finite
automaton. Choose j P t1, . . . , ku, then24
permpLpAqq “
ď
pPHj
ď
ψpwq“p
w LpApjqp q.
Proof. Let w P Σ˚ with ψpwq “ pp1, . . . , pkq, then w P u a
pj
j for some unique
u P pΣztajuq
˚. Set p “ pp1, . . . , pj´1, 0, pj`1, . . . , pkq P Hj . By Corollary 1,
Proposition 2 and Definition 3 we have the equivalences:
w P permpLpAqq ô σApψpwqq X F ‰ H
ô pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j qq X F ‰ H and ψpwq “ p` pj
ô a
pj
j P LpA
pjq
p q and ψpwq “ p` pj and p P Hj
ô w P u LpA
pjq
p q and ψpuq “ p P Hj . [\
24 Note that LH “ H for any language L Ď Σ˚.
